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One year as President completed already! It has been an excellent year for the
SPRA where we have made significant progress in many areas.
Our membership continues to grow and we now have our highest level of individual
memberships in our history at 215 with our corporate membership gaining
momentum at 28.
The technical meetings, many of which are now sponsored by our corporate
members, have delivered some excellent presentations covering a wide variety
of subjects. Attendances have remained strong with an average of over thirty.
Thank you to all the Corporate Members who participated and to our event
sponsors whose contribution is greatly appreciated.
Our flagship event, the annual Dinner Dance was again hosted superbly well by the Crown Plaza
in Glasgow. The Fantastic Plastic event for school pupils was once more a tremendous success.
We continue to maintain and develop our links with a wide variety of other industry and
government bodies, associations and organisations, ensuring that the SPRA voice is heard.
Colin Hindle has been recognised with an ‘Outstanding Service Award’ by the IOM3 for his
work with SPRA and the Institute over a period of 30 years.
It has been an interesting year as President and I look forward to the coming year with great
anticipation. I must extend my thanks to the entire Council who have made my first year a
pleasure and request the same consideration for next year!
Best wishes and success to all our members.
Barry Coughlan, President SPRA

Chinaplas 2012

Strategy for UK Plastics

The plane was full for the twelve hour flight
from London Heathrow to Shanghai; an
indication of the importance of trade with
China. We were heading for 26th Chinaplas,
the world’s second largest plastics trade fair,
run over four days.
As returning visitors it was interesting to see the
changes that had taken place since 2008. No
longer were the Chinese machines relegated to
the distant halls, instead they were everywhere,
alongside machines from Europe, Japan and
Taiwan. In some cases the Chinese machinery
with PLC control
looked much like
European machinery.
But there was no
data acquisition,
quality tables, etc.:
nothing that was not there before when they
only had the switches, knobs and gauges.
However it will come, they will learn.
The materials halls were buzzing with all the
suppliers looking for a share of the huge market.
Question: How much polycarbonate does China
use each year? Answer: Around 1 million
tonnes!! It’s no wonder tech service is thin on
the ground in the UK.
The heady, vibrant atmosphere of the show
was unlike any other we have attended, it had
the flavour of real industry and money in the
making, such as must have been experienced
at the Great Exhibition of 1851.

T h e B P F ha s p ub li sh ed a d i sc u s si on
document, ‘The UK Plastics Industry: A
Strategic Manufacturing Sector’, outlining the
successes of the plastics sector and future
opportunities arising from its strategic
manufacturing activities. The discussion
document is aimed at a number of stakeholders,
in particular Government.
The document covers the historical development
of the UK plastics sector and identifies the
current role it plays i n t he eco no my. T h e
versatility of plastics and the UK’s advantages
in manufacturing plastic materials, additives and
products are all cited as potential for exploiting
global manufacturing opportunities.
Plastics have a key role to play in creating a low
carbon economy. Currently plastics manufacture uses
only 4% of oil and gas resources, which can be
considered as ‘borrowed’ because energy can be
recovered at the end of the life cycle.
Although thermoplastics are eminently recyclable,
historically the industry had a modest record for
recycling end of life plastics but, in 2010, 24 %
of plastics packaging was recycled, which is
ahead of the Government’s targets.
To further exploit the potential of the plastics
industry to contribute to the economy, the report
identifies a number of key issues which have to
be addressed by stakeholders and Government.

Colin Hindle and Ralph McNeill

Charlie Geddes, Honorary Secretary

For the full report go to
www.spra.org.uk/news
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Fantastic Plastic 2012

This year plans are being made to make
the popular SPRA Schools Lecture
accessible to more schools by holding it
in three venues. Professor Averil
Macdonald, Professor of Science
Communication, Reading University,
will again be delivering
her inspiring lecture /
demonstration in three
cities, each with a 10.30
am start:
Mon 03 September in Dundee
Tues 04 September in Glasgow
Wed 05 September in Edinburgh
Demand for places has already started.
To ensure your local school has the
opportunity to participate in this
inspiring lecture, contact:
Charlie Geddes 01592 651269
c.geddes@blueyonder.co.uk
as soon as possible.

Plastics and Sustainable Development

At the March technical meeting held at Edinburgh Napier University the two speakers,
Stuart Patrick, Chairman of The Polymer Society and Dave Wetters, Director of
Bio Polymers Ltd, informed and entertained an audience, drawn from industry and academia.
In his presentation ‘Plastics in
Dave Wetters, started his
Europe: meeting and adapting
presentation ‘ Bioplastics, fact or
to sustainability challenges’
fiction? –where we are today in
Stuart Patrick dispelled the
Europe and farther afield’ with
definitions of the terms degradable
public perception of plastics as an environmental
disaster with evidence showing how plastics in and compostable which are often misunderstood
reality come out well in all three Pillars of when talking about plastics. He acknowledged that
Sustainability; environmental, economic bio-based polymers, based on feedstocks from
and social. To consolidate its sustainability renewable resources, currently represent less
position, the plastics sector still has a number than 0.5 % of plastics consumption but the
of challenges to face. The plastics industry has market is growing rapidly.
a good record of reducing waste, but more Currently all bio-plastics
work has to be done on the two other maxims, suffer from high costs,
reuse and recycle. A number of notable suc- compared to oil derived
cesses in the UK for recycling of plastics are plastics, and many have
that almost 50% of plastic bottles are now poor heat resistance,
recycled and great strides have been made in inferior mechanical properties and poor
plastics covered by the WEEE Directive. The moisture resistance, which limits their
PVC sector, took the bold step of setting out potential applications.
voluntary targets on recycling and reducing To promote bioplastics and products as
environmental hazards, compostable, the accepted standard in Europe
which has been so is EN13432 but misuse of certification and
successful it is now other standards is a major problem.
aiming to demonstrate Currently bioplastics are at their best for bags
that PVC has the for collecting food waste and for shopping
image of sustainable bags but the materials are not suitable for
development.
mixed plastics waste recycling.
Charlie Geddes, SPRA Hon Secretary
Further details on www.spra.org.uk

Ancillary Machinery

The April SPRA Technical Meeting, sponsored by
Summit Systems, a Corporate Member of
SPRA, saw a good turn out to find out about
recent developments in ancillary machinery for
the industry. The presentation given by Steve
Trainor, was a whirlwind tour of the range of
machinery options, systems and capabilities
offered by Summit. They are the only
ancillary company in the UK with their own
metal fabrication division for bespoke projects
and offer a genuine
24/7 service for
which they have
received multiple
awards. The technical
Automated bag opener
side of the discussion
covered conveying systems, dryer technology,
gravimetric dosers, gravimetric blenders,
granulation, extrusion control, material data
and management software. Steve finished his
presentation by discussing Summit’s move into
automated plastic factory systems for which
they use 3D imaging software.
www.summitsystems.co.uk
Les Rose, SPRA Council Member

AGM

President, Barry Coughlan reported that it
had been another excellent year for the SPRA,
with significant progress in many areas, with
Membership at its highest level ever, a well
attended technical programme and the best
attended annual dinner dance for 10 years,
Hon Treasurer, Mike Barker, reported that the
annual accounts showed a deficit of £1666
compared to a surplus of £307 in 2010. In
2010 income had been boosted by the overheads
from a Cogent project while in 2011 expenditure
included two one-off payments.
Charlie Geddes, SPRA Hon Secretary,
reported only two changes to Council in the
past year; the appointment of Chris Clark as
Young Member Representative and the
resignation of Andrew Russell.
Colin Hindle, Education Officer, indicated
that SPRA activity was healthy at school level,
with the Polymer Study Tour in Edinburgh and
the successful Lecture ‘Fantastic Plastic’.
Numbers studying Polymer Engineering at
Edinburgh Napier University remain low but
should receive a boost in September after the
closure of the corresponding programme at
London Metropolitan University.
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DATES FOR
YOUR DIARY

2012
Tuesday 25 September
‘Lean Manufacturing’
Rosti UK Ltd, Larkhall
6.30 for 7.00pm

Wednesday 24 October
‘Polypropylene’
Scott Jackson (Ineos)
Edinburgh Napier University
6.30 for 7.00pm

IOM3 Accreditation

A panel from the Institute of Materials,
Minerals and Mining (IOM3) spent two
days at the beginning of April visiting
Edinburgh Napier University. They met
staff, toured the facilities, examined
coursework and examination papers and
met with students. At the end of the visit
t he p ane l ag r ee d to r ec o mme n d t he
r e - a c c re di ta ti on o f B En g Po l yme r
Engineering for Incorporated Engineer
(IE n g ) a n d B E ng Hon s Po l yme r
Engineering for partial Chartered Engineer
(CEng), MSc Polymer Engineering to be
re-accredited as providing the further
academic requirements for CEng. In
addition the new MSc Advanced Materials
Engineering, which replaced the MSc
Advanced Materials, was accredited for the
first time.
The 3 year degree plus 2 further years to
Masters is entirely in line with the Bologna
Agreement and represents the Gold
Standard for professional engineers
according to the UK-SPEC (Engineering
Council’s Standards for Professional
Engineering Competence). With both IEng
and CEng accreditation, the provision at
Edinburgh Napier University is unique in
the UK. Indeed with London Metropolitan
University’s recent decision to close its
BEng Polymer Engineering programme the
Edinburgh Napier programme will be the
UK’s only undergraduate course in
Polymer Engineering.

Colin Hindle, SPRA Education Officer

